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ERASMUS+ AT MAROSA VAT
Who are we?

Marosa VAT is a start-up in European tax technology located in Vigo. About 95% of our clients are well-known foreign multinationals.

We are a fast-growing company with a target of expanding our sales and the client base during the next years.

We are a young, diverse team and the daily language is English (both for internal and external communication).
Who are we looking for?

We are looking for internship candidates that are fluent in **English** and another European language (i.e. German, French, Italian or other). Spanish speaking is not required.

It is also NOT mandatory to have finance related studies. All you need is to show interest in **Finance** and be **motivated** to develop a career in **tax** and **tax technology**. We will provide all relevant training.
Why us?

We can offer you a challenging role in an international environment in a fast-growing company, Spanish speaking lessons, training in tax and IT topics, flexible schedule and possibility of a contract proposal after your internship.
Where are we?

Our office is located in the coastal city of Vigo (Galicia, Spain). The city has much to offer: great food, beautiful beaches, fun nightlife, and access to other major cities like Porto (Portugal) or Santiago de Compostela (Spain).

We are sure you'll have plenty to do in your spare time.
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Interested in our offer?

If you are interested in our offer, please contact your University **Erasmus+ Coordinator** and send us your CV and academic transcript of records to **elenaa@marosavat.com** or call us: **+34 910602141**.

In case of any further questions or doubts, please do not hesitate to contact us. We will provide you all the relevant information.

See you soon at **Marosa VAT**!